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   It is known that there exist four simple Lie groups of type E7 up to local

isomorphism, one of them is compact and the others are non-compact. As for the

compact case, it is known that the following group
                                                            '

                                                 .                                 aEMC=EMC, {ev1, al}=1            E7 ==(aEISOc(BC, asC) <.p, .Q> == <P, O> ]

is a simply connected cornpact simple Lie group of type E7 [4]. As for one of non-

compact cases, H. Freudenthal showed in [2J that the Lie algebra of the group

          E7,r ={aGIsoR(8, 8) 1aEIJe =EM, {aP, aQ} == {P, Q}}

is a sirnple Lie algebra of type E?, where £M is the Freudenthal's manifold in ℃ =

gOS<{DReR, EEJZC, 8C the complexification of EIJI, 8 respectively and {P, Q},

<P, Q> inner products in as or ℃C. In this paper, we shall investigate the struc-

tures of this group E7,i. Our results are as follows. The group E7,i is a connected

non-compact simple Lie group of type E7 and its center is the cyclic group of order

2:

                           2(E7,i) = { 1, -1 }.

The polar decomposition of the group E7,i is given by

                        E7,i !)t (U(1) × E,)/Z3 × R54.

In order to give the above decomposition, we construct another group

                                                  ,                                 aEMC == EMC, {al, al} =1                                                       }            E7,t= (aGISOC(℃C' %C) <.p, .Q>,=<P, Q>e

(where <P, Q>t is another inner product in 8C) which is isomorphic to E7,i and

find the subgroup (U(1)xE6)!Z3 explicitly in this group E7,t.
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   1. Preliminaries.

   Let as denote the Cayley algebra over the field of real numbers R and g the

Jordan algebra consisting of all 3×3 Hermitian matrices in ag with respect to the
multiplication XoY == -l}- (XY+ YX). In S, the positive definite symmetric inner pro-

duct (X, Y), the crossed product XxY, the cubic form (X, Y, Z) and the deter-

minant detX are defined respectively by

        (X, Y)=tr(XoY),

        xxy=EL(2xoy-tr(x)y-tr(y)x+(tr(x)tr(y)-(x, y))E),
              2
        (X, Y, Z) = (Xx Y, Z) = (X, YxZ),

        detX=g(X, X, X)

where E is the 3×3 unit matrix.

   Now we define a 56 dimensional vector space 8 by

                       s :=gesoRere.

             X

An eiementP:= of B is often denoted by P=X+Y÷6+ij briefly. We
              6

              rp

define a bilinear mapping × : 8×8 ------> 5 CD S CD R by

                                 2XxZ- rpW- toY
                    YW
            PxQ= × == 2YxW-gZ-4X                    8C
                              (X, W)+(Y, Z)-3(6to+v4)
                    vto

and a space S]Z by

                 EPZ ={LEi as 1 L×L - O, L 7! O}

                         M MxM=vN
                    ,..IL., N Es NxN==geM .

                     t pt (M, N)=3ptv
                                         '                          v ' LvkO

For example, the following elements of 8
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                  X1
               1 ?(Yx Y) o o
              i(XxX) y o.o
                         , ,1== ,1=                lz-detx 6 1 o
                rp2 1                  rp ?,detY O 1
where rp lO, e iE O, belong to S[Yt. Fina!ly in B we define the skew-symmetric inner

product {P, Q} by

                      {P, Q} - (X, VV) - (Z, Y) + 6tu - Ctp

for P-= X+ V+6+ ij, Q=Z+ titz+C+die as.

   2. Group Ez,i and its Lie algebra e7,i.

   The group E7,i is defined to be the group of Iinear isomorphisms of 8 leaving

the space EIJZ and the skew-symmetric inner product {P, Q}invariant:

           E?,i == {ct E IsoR(B, 8)I evEM = EEJZ, {aP, crQ} = {P, (?}}.

    We define a subgroup E6,i of E7,i by

                     E6,i = {aE E7,i 1 al == 1, al =1}.

   Propositiosw Z. The grouP E6,i is a simPly connected non-comPact simPle Lie

grouP of tyPe E6(-26).

   Proof. We define a group E6(-26) by

            E6(-26) = { P E IsoR($, g) I detPX = detX }

                  = {PE IsoR(S, $) I PX × PY= tP-i(X × Y) }

where tP is the transpose of B with respect to the inner product (X, Y):(PK, Y)

:= (X, tPY). Then E6(-26) is a simply connected simple Lie group of type E6 [1]

and moreover of type E6(-26), since its polar decomposition is given by

                           E6(-26) or F4 × R26
                    '                                                     '
where F4 is a simply connected compact simple Lie group of type F4 [1]. We

shall show that the group E6,i is isomorphic to the group E6(-26). It is easy to verify

that, for PE E6(-26), the linear transformation cr of zz defined by

                                 pooo

                                O t19-i O O
                           bl ==
                                OOIO

                                OOOI
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belongs to E7,i. Conversely suppose aGE7,i satisfies al==1 and ai=l. Then from

the conditions{evX, al}={atX, cr1}=O and {ctX, al}={aX, at1}==O, we see

that a has the form

                              peoo

                              6rOO
                         ev =
                              O O I O

                              O O O I

where P, r, 6, e are Iinear transformations of g. Since

                       X PX+te (XxX)

                . t(XXX) .. fiX+tr(XXX) EiEm,

                     ii,detX llli,detX

                       vn
we have

           (PX+-ili-e(X×X))×(PX+-il)-s(X×X)) = ;7(tiX+-il)-r(X×X))

for all O 7ivER. Hence we have 6X=Ofor all XGS as the coefllcient of v, there-

fore 6=O. Similarly e=O. Thus

                              pooo

                              oroo
                         a=                                          .                              O O I O

                              O O O I

Again the condition a(X+(XxX)'+ detX+i)==PX+(r(XxX))'+detX+'leEVt implies

                         pxx px =- r(X×X),                       (

                         (PX, r(XxX)) = 3cletX:

Hence detPX =z -ll-(PX, PXxPX) = -il-(PX, r(XxX)) := detX, therefore PE E6(-26)

and r =: tP-' E E6(-2s). Thus Proposition 1 is proved.

   The group E7,i contains also a subgroup
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                            r-ilo o o
                  .*=(,= g nv, g                                           OfrEit)

                            O o o r-3

(where 1 denotes the identity mapping of S) which is isomorphic to the group R'=

{rERlr=O}.
   Frorn now on, we identify these groups E6(-26) and E6,i, R* and R* under the

above correspondences.

   We consider the Lie algebra e7,i of the group E7,i

       e7" =(di E HomR(8' eq) {¢p, $k ×+L{=p,O 506 }L=Eo£[Jlf,, p, Qe%1

H. Freudenthal proved in [2] the following

   Theorem 2. Any element ¢ of the Lie algebra e7,i of the grouP E7,i is reP-
resented by the form

                                    1                                ip-g-pl 2B OA
                                   2A ip'+gpl B o

              ¢ == ¢( ip, A, B p)=
                                   o A po

                                   B o o-p '

where ¢ EE e6,i == {di Ei HomR(3, g)1(¢X, X, X) =O} (which is the Lie algebra of the

grontP E6,i), ip' is the sleew-transPose of ¢ witla resPect to the inner Product (X, Y)

: (¢X, Y)+(X, ¢'Y)=O, A, BES, pER and the action of di on ge is devined by

                     X ¢X-21-pX+2B×Y+ vA

                  di Y = 2AxX+¢'Y+gpY+eB .

                     e (A, y)+pe

                      v (B, X)-pv

And the tyPe of the Lie a(gebra e7,i is E7.

   We shall determine the Cartan index of the group E7,i. For this purpose we

use the following

   Lemma 3 ([3] p.345). Let G be an algebraic subgrouP of the general linear

gyoMP GL(n, R) such that the condition AEG imPlies tAffG. Then G is homeomor-

Phic to the toPological Product of the grouP GnO(n) (which is a maximal comPact
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subgrouP of G) and a Euclidean space Rd :

                           G -ew (G n O(n)) × Rd

where O(n) is the orthogonal subgrouP of GL(n, ft). in Particular, the Cartan index

of G is dimG-2dim(GnO(n)).

   Theorem 4. The grouP E7,i is a simPle Lie grouP of tptPe E7(-2s).

   Proof. We define in B a positive definite symmetric inner product (P, Q) by

                 (P, Q) -- (X, Z)+(Y, W)+eC+uto

for P=X+ Y+g+ ij, (? =Z+ tiV +C+ th E℃ and denote the transpose of di with

respect to this inner product (P, Q) by tth:@P, Q) = (P, 'diQ). Then for

di ==

   1
¢--li"Pl 2B

  2A ¢t+g-pl

  OA
  BO

o

B

p

o

A
o

o

-p

ee7,1,

we see easily that

tdi =

-¢, Hgpl

   2B

o

A

  2A OB
-¢+-

l;-pi A o

  B pO
  o o-p

'

therefore tdi also belongs to e7,i. Since E7,i is an algebraic subgroup of the general

linear group IsoR(%, 8)=GL(56, R), from Lemma 3, the Lie algebra e7,ino(8)

(where o(SI3) == D(56) = {di G HomR(E¥S, E¥S)I di + `O == O}) of the group E7,i fiO(S¥3) (where

O(8) := O(56) == {a E IsoR(8,8)] (aP, crQ)= (P, Q) }) is a maximal compact Lie subal-

gebra of e7,i. Now if ep e ev,i satisfies ¢+t¢ == O, then

di ==

 6 -2A

2A 6

 OA
-A O

o

-A
 o

 o

A
o

o

o

where ae f4 = {6 (Ei e6,i l 6' =a} (which is the Lie algebra of F4). Therefore dim

(e7,ino(as)) = dimf4 + dimg = 52 + 27 = 79. Hence

The Cartan index of e7,i == dime7,i - 2dim(e7,i fio(as))
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                                  = 133 -2×79 == -25.

Thus we see that the type of the Lie algebra e7,i is E7(-2s).

   3. Commectedness of E7,i.

   We shall prove that the group E7,i is connected. We denote, for a while, the

connected component of E7,i containing the identity 1 by (E7,i)o.

    Lemma 5, lilor A e S, lhe linear transformation expi(A) of as dofned by

                               1OOA

                              2A 1 O AxA
                   expi (A) ::=
                             AxA A 1 detA'

                               OOO1
(the action of expi(A) on 8 is as similar to that of Theorem 2) belongs to (E7,i)o.

Similarly for B E S we can dofne

                          1 2B BxB O

                          OI BO
                exp2(B)= e(E7,i)o.
                          OO 10
                          B BxB detB 1

   Proof.

                   O O O A

                   2AOOO
       For opi(A)= Ee7,i. we have expi(A)=expdii(A),hence
                   O A O O

                   oooo
expi(A) E(E7,i)o. Similarly exp2(B) e(E7,i)o.

   Propositioxt 6. The subgrouP Gi={a G E7,i 1 cr1=1,} is the semi-direct Product of

the grouP expi(S) == { expi(A) 1 A E g} (which is an abelian grouP) and the grouP E6,i :

                   Gi =: expi (g)E6,i, expi (g) n E6,i = {1}.

Therefore Gi is homeomorPhic to

                        Cl [= E6,i xR27 := F4 × ns3.

in Particular, the grouP Gi is simPly connected.

   Proof. Let aeGand put ctl =M+N+ pt + o. Then the conditions {at1, ai}=1

     .and al E EZJt imply v := 1 and N == Mx M, pt =:: detMrespectively. Therefore we have

           expi(M)i =M+ (MxM)'+ detM+i =ai, expi(M)1 == 1 == ev1.
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so (expi(M))-'a G E6,i, i. e.

                             a E expi($)E6,i,

and conversely. Since the Lie subalgebra { dii(A)= op(O, A, O, O)E e7,i1 AES} of e7,i is

abelian, the group expi(3) is also abelian. Moreover expi(g) is a normal subgroup

of Gi because it holds that
     '

                 Pexpi (A)P-'= expi (PA) for P E E6,i,A E S.

Therefore we have the following split exact sequence

                    1 - expi(g) - Gi ---･ E6,i - 1

Thus we see that Gi is the semi-direct product of expi(S) and E6,i.

   Theorem 7. The grouP E7,i acts transitively (m the manifold 2M (which is con-

nected) and the isotroPy subgrouP Gi of E7,i at 1 E EM is expi(g)E6,i (Proposition 6).

Therefore the homogeneous sPace E7,i/expi(S)E6,i is homeomorPhic to EIJe :

                         E7,i/expi(S)E6,i tEM.

In Particular, the grouP E7,i is connected.

   Proof. Obviously the group E7,i acts on E[r}. We shall prove that the group

(E7,i)o acts transitively on El[Il. Since

 expi(-E)exp2(E)1 == 1, expi(E)exp2(-E)1=-1, exp2(-E)(expi(E))2exp2(-E)1=-1,

it is suMcient to show that any element LEEM can be transformed in either of 1,

-1, 1, -1. Let L = M+ N+ pt + ab E EIJ?. First assume pt>O. Then M == - zi- (NxIV),

v = -kdetATL Choose o< r ciiR such that r3==pt, then for

   pt

                         r-il o o o

                           o rl oo
                     r= Ei (E7,i)o
                           OOr3o

                           o o o r-3

we have rl==y, and hence

            exp2(illf)ri - pt(ilf × tl)f) + pt (ti)f)'+ pt + pt(dettl¥)'

                     :- -li-(ArxN) +N+ p + Jil,lj,(detN)'=-' L.

If pt<O. L can be transformed in -1. Similarly in the case vlO the statement is

also valid. Next we consider the case L = M+AIE EI]?, N;O. Then MxM::::N
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×N= O, detM=O, (N, N)lOand so

                       expi(N)L= * + * +1 (N, IV) + *.

So we can reduce to the first case ptfO. In the case of Mik O, the statement is

also valid. Thus the transitivity of (E7,i)o on EPZ is proved. Therefore we have EIJt:=

(E7,i)ol, hence EI]l is connected. Since the group E7,i acts transitively on EOZ and the

isotropy subgroup of E7,i is expi(S)E6,i, we have the following homeomorphism

                         E7,ilexpi(g)E6,i = Em.

Since expi(g)E6,i is connected, E7,i is also connected, Thus the proof o'f Theorem

7 is completed.

   4. Center z(E7,i) of E7,i.

   Theorem 8. The center 2(E7,i) of the groaP E7,i is isomorPhic to the cyclic

grouP Z2 of order 2:

                         z(E7,i) = { 1, -1 } =Z2.

   Proof. Let ae2(E7,i). From the commutativity with PE E6,icE7,i. we have

Pbl1 = aPl = al. If we denote al := M+ N+ pt + ab, then PM + (tP-'N) ' + ps +O =

M+ N+ pt + b, hence

                   pM ==: M, tP-iN =N for all PE E6,i.

Therefore M== Ar=O, so al==Fe+ ab, where ptv=O (since alE EM). Suppose that

pt ==: O, i.e. al == ab f O, then from the commutativity with

                        r-il o o o

                         o rl oo
                   r==: ER*cE7,i,
                         oor3o

                         O o o r-3

we have

              (r-3v)'= rab = rct1 == evrl = ar3 =: (r3v)' for all rER*.

This is contradiction. Hence al = pt. Similarly ai=A. The condition {ev1, eci}==1

implies pt2 = 1, hence

                          ev1 == pt, al = (pt-i):

Next note that
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                               O-1OO

                               1 0 0 0
                          ct=.
                               0OO-1

                               OOIO

belongs to E7,i. Then the commutativity condition e'a=at' implies

                                           .                      pt = e'pt = e'al := at'1 == cr1 = (pt-i)',

hence pt == pt-i, i. e. ps =±1. In the case of pt = 1, a E E6,i so a E z(E6,i) := {1} [5]

i.e. a ==1. In the case of pe=-1, -crEz(jE6,i)={1}, i.e. ec =:-1. Thus we see that

2(E7,i)={1, -1}.

   5. Group E7,t autdi ats Lge algebra e7,e.

   We construct another simple Lie group of type E7(-2s). Let C denote the field

of complex numbers and gC the complexification of g. In SC also, the inner pro-

duct (X, Y), crossed product XxY, the cubic form (X, Y, Z) and the determi-

nant detX are defined as similar in as. Let 8C be also the complexification of

sp ;

                          sc=-scogaocec.

We define a mapping × :8exasC-}SC (D gCOC as similar as the case zz and a
space 2Ma by

                      EIIytC= { LE asC l L×L = O, L: O}.

Finally in $a, 8C, positive definite Hermitian inner products <X, Y>, <P, Q>

and the inner product <P, Q>e, the skew-symmetric inner product {P, Q} are

defined respectively by

               <X, Y> =- (TX, Y)-(X, Y),

               <P, Q> =:: <X, Z> + <Y, VV> + eC + ip,

               <P, Q>t = <X, Z>-<Y, W>+4-v"to,
               { P, Q} ::= (X, W) - (Z, Y)+ 6to - agrp,

where T: EjC-$C is the complex conjugate (TX is also denoted by X) and P=

X -- Y+e+ ip, Q == Z+ VV+ ag + th E 8C.

   Now the group E7,c is defined to be the group of linear isomorphisms of BO

leaving the space EMC, some skew-symmetric inner product {P, Q} and the inner

product <P, Q>t invariant :

                                               .       E7･`=(aGisog(geC' "C' ...cr,Eli8=>'Y!Cl(ffi6{ili.==,ip, Q.gecl
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   We define a subgroup E6 of E7,e by

                       E6=={aEE7,t 1 al=1, cr1=1}.

   Propositioxt 9. The grouP E6 is a simPly connected comPact simPle Lie grouP of

tyPe E6 and isomorPhic to the grouP

    E6(-7B) == { P E Isoc (gC, $C ) l detPX= detLX', </flX, PY> = <X, D }

          :-{PE Isoc(gC, ℃C) 1 PXxPY=rPr(XxY), <PX, PY>==<X, Y>}

(see [7]) by the corresPondence

                                pooo

                                o Tpr o o
                                               EE7,t.                  E6(-7s) E P-
                                OOIO

                                O O O I

   Proof. It is seen by the analogous proof of Proposition 1 (or see [4] Proposi-

tion 2).

   The group E7,e contains also a subgroup

                          0-il O O O
              U(1)==(0== g 0g oO, g 0EC, 101=ll

                           o o o e-3

which is isomorphic to the unitary group U(1)={0ECI101==1}.

   From now on, we identify these group E6(-7s) and E6, U(1) and U(1) under the

above correspondences.

   We consider the Lie algebra e7,e of the group E7,e :

      e?,t --I¢ Ei Hornc(%c, ase) difai,Lil:-2 {iO,ripLj }E=EVoZC }

           N <diP, Q>tA-<P, opQ>t-=OforP, QESPC'

    Wheorem 10. Any element di of the Lie algebra e7,t is rePresented by the form

                         ip--l;-pi 2A o 71

                    di= 2eA TdiT+-l;-pl A o

                            o A po
                            A O O' -p

t
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where ip Ei e6 = {¢E Homc(SC, SC) I (ipX, X, X) -O,<ipX, Y>+<X, ipY)> :- O}
(which is the Lie algebra of the grouP E6), Ae ga, pECszach that p+p=O and

the action of ¢ on BC is dofned by

                  X ¢X--ll-pX+2AxY+rpA-

               di Y = 221xX+riprY+-il-pY+6A .

                  e <A, Y>+p6
                  op (A, X)-prp

in particular, the tyPe of the Lie grouP E7,e is E7 [2].

   Preef. It is obtained by the analogous argument as Theorem 3 of [4]

   6. gnvolutive auterrkorphism e and subgroup (U(1)xii76)/Z3.

   We define an involutive linear isomorphism c of 8a by

                          1000

                          O-1OO
                      e= .                          O O I O

                          OOO-1

Then two inner products <P, Q>, <P, Q>t in 8C are combined with relations

    <P, Q>t=<eP, Q>=<P, cQ>, <P, Q>==<eP, Q>t=<P,eQ>t.

   The following Lemma is easily verified,

   Lemrna 11. For aEE7,f, we have eevtG E7,f.

Therefore we can define an automorphism e : E7,t-E7,t by

                        ea :ccrc evEE7,t.

   Propositioxt 12. The subgrouP {aE E7,tleae =i cr} of the grouP E7,t is isomor-

phic to the grouP (U(1) xE6)IZ3 :

                  {aE E7,c ] eae == a} { (U(1)×E6)/Z3

zvhere Z3={(1, 1), (w, to1), (to2, to21)}, diEC, to3=1, bl7el, and

           ofil OOO wl OOO
            O tu1 OO O to-il OO       to= EU(1), to1= EE6.            OOIO OO IO
            OOOI OO OI
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   Proof. We define a mapping ip :

                      0-il O O O

                       O 01 OO
         ip(o, p) =:: op -=

                       OO03O

                       O O O 0-3

Then obviously ¢ is a homomorphism. We
satisfies cae==ev, then a has the form

                              po

                              0r
                         cr =
                              aO

                              Ob

where P, r are linear transformations of gC,

gC and pt, vE C. The conditions al,

                        ptM =: O,

respectively. We shall show that M=

                                 'not identically O. Ancl then from {al,

                            (M,

lience NlO, so v == O. Furthermore the

                       X

                   t(XxX) ;

                a ==                    -ILdetX
                    rp2

                       rp

implies

           11        ( (pOx+;,(detx)M, ;V

for all O 4 rp E C. Hence we have

   group E7(-2s) of type E7

U(1) × E6(-7s)- { a E Er7,,

p

o

o

o

 oo
rteT o

 Ol
 oo
prove

  o

  o

  o

  1

that

l tevt

     shall

      MO

      ON
      pt o

      Ov
      a, b linear ftmctionals

al E £l[)2C imply

    vN := O

 IV=O. Assume M4O, then
 al}==1, we have

 N)-1,

   condition

  pX + rp-1, (detX)M

  -r(XxX)+rpN
                E EIiV2C

       a(X)

     1
     -si-b(X × x)

=:: ev} by

== pe.

¢ is onto.

13

If aGE7,t

of $C, M,

pt = O, so

(-r(X x X) + rpN) × (-r(X x X) +rpN) = a(X)( PX+i(detX)M) ,

                                      J]

              -r(X×X)+rpN)=:: 3a(X)-il-b(X×X)

NE

a

(
i
)

i
s
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                    2r(XxX)xN == a(X)PX, (ii)                   {

                    r(XxX)xr(XxX) =- a(X)(detX)M, (iii)

                    (PX, r(XxX))+detX == 3a(X)b(XxX). (iv)

Therefore

          a(X) detX =a(X)(detX)(M, N) = (r(XxX)xr(XxX), N)
                   (i) (iii)
                                            1                   -- (r(XxX), r(XxX)xN)(i,) -2a(X)(r(XxX), PX)

                   = -La(x)(3a(x)b(xxx)-detX).
                   (iv) 2

Hence

                        a(X)detX-･- (a(X))2b(XxX).

Thus we have

                         detX- a(X )b(X × X)

(since a : SC-C is a linear functional and detX- a(X)b(XxX) is continuous with

respect to X, even if for X such that a(X)== O). This contradicts to the irreducibility

of the determinant detX with respect to the variabies of its components. Thus we

have M== O. Similarly N= O. So

                   al ==: pt, ev1= (ptHi)' lt E C, IItl=1.

Choose 0EC such that 03 = tt and put P == 0"icr, then Bl=1 and Pl' ==:i, therefore

PE E6. Thus we have

       '                       a=eP eE U(1), PE E,.

So ¢ is onto. Ker¢= {(1, 1), (o, di1), (to2; tu21)}, toEC, tu3=1, totl, is easily

obtained. Thus the proof of Proposition l2 is completed.

   7. Pogar decompositioR of E7,t.

   In order to give a polar decomposition of the group E7,t, we use the following

   MeEnctma 13 ([3] p.345). Let G be a Pseudoaigebraic subgrouP of the general

linear grouP GL(n, C) such that the condition AEG imPlie,s A"GG. Then G is

homeonzorPhic to the toPological Product of the grouP Gn U(n) (which is a maximal

comPact subgrouP of G) and a Euclidean space ned :

                          G : (Gn U(n))×red

zvhere U(n) is the zanitary sztbgrouP of GL(n, C).
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   Leivgmaa 14. E7,e is a Pseudoaigebraic szabgroztP of the general linear grouP GL

(56, C)= Isoc(8e, 8C) and satistes the condition ev EE7,e imPlies av'EE7,t where a" is

the transPose of ev with resPect to the inner Product <P, Q> : <aP, Q>=<P,

a'Q>･

   Proof. Since <a"P, Q>=<P, avQ>==<cP, cyQ>t=<av-'cP, Q>e:-=<ea"icP,Q>

for aEiiE7,e, we have

                       a"=ecrrmieEE7,t (Lemma 11).

And it is obvious that E7,t is pseudoalgebraic, because E7,f is defined by pseudoal-

gebraic relations crEZ]IC= S[IIC, { cr1, al } = 1 and <aP, aQ>t=<P, Q>t.

   Let U(56)=U(8C)= {aG Isoc(8C, %C) i <aP, aQ> = <P, Q>} denote the uni

tary subgroup of the general linear group GL(56, C)== Isoc(asC, SBC), then we have

                   E7,t n U(8C) = {a Ei E7,e 1 tat= a}

                            =(U(1)xE6)/Z3 (Proposition 12).

Since E7,t is a simple Lie group of type E7, the dimension of E7,e is 133. Hence the

dimension d of the Euclidean part of E7,e and the Cartan index i are calculated as

follows :

              d == dimE7,e- dim(U(1)×E6)= l33 - (1 + 78)= 54,

              i = dimE7,t- 2dim(U(1)×E6) = 133 - 2(1 + 78) =-25.

Thus we get the foliowing

   Tkeorefimu 15. The grouP E7,e is homeomorPhic to the toPological Product of the

grouP (U(1)×E6)/Z3 and a 54 dimensional Euclidean sPace R54 :

                        E7,e 1]:: (U(1) × E6)/Z3 × R5`.

in Particular, the grouP E7,t is a connected non-comPact simPle Lie grouP of tyPe

E7(-2s).

   8. Ceixter x(E7,t)of E7,t.

   Memvata Z6. For aE C, the transformation of 8C dofned by

       i+(coshlal-i)pi 2a Si?21ial Ei . o aSiilh.11al E,

         2Ha Si:ha ]lal Ei i+ (coshlal - i)pi a Siliat lal Ei o

ai(a) ==

                          -sinh1a1
              O a lal Ei coshla[ o
           sinh1al

         alal Ei O O coshlal
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(if a :=: o, then a si:ha l]al means o) beiongs to E7,t, where Ei =l 8 8 8 ) E$c,

                                                   <o                                                        o                                                           ol

the maPPing Pi:SC--"$a is dofned by

                         6i x3 X2 6i O O

                      Pi hr3 e2 Xi =O 62 Xl

                         X2 hii g3 O hi1 e3

and the action of ai(a) on asC is deYined as similar to that of Theorem 10.

   Proof.

                 0 2aEi O a-Ei

                2a-Ei O aEi O
     For ¢i(a)= GE e7,e, we have ai(a)=expMi(a), hence                 o a-Ei o o

                aEi O o o

ai(a) E E7,t.

   Theorein 17. The center 2(E7,e) of the grouP E7,t is isomorPhic to the cyclic

grouP of order 2:

                           z(E7,t)={1, -1}.

   Proof. Let aE2(E7,t). From the commutativity with PEE6cE7,e, we have

Pal = aPl = al. If we denote cr1== M+ IV + rt + ab, then PM+ (TPTM)-+ p+ ab == M

+N+ pt + ab, hence we have

                   PM= M, rPrN=N for all PE E6.

Therefore M= N=O, so al == pt+ab. Similarly di==2+th. The conditions evi, cr1

E EE)ZC, {al, al} -- 1, <al, al>e ==1 imply

                 ptv = O, 2rc = O, ptrc-Rv = 1, l pt 12- lv12=1

respectively, hence

                              .                     al == pt, ev1= (Ft-')' ptEC,lptl=1,

Choose 0EC such that 03== p and then put P=0-iev, where

                         0-il O O O

                          O 01 OO
                    0= O o e3 o EU(1)･

                          O O O 0-3
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Then Pl == 0-icr1 == 0-ipt =0"303 =1, similarly Pl ==1, hence PE E6. Moreover PE

z(E6) (which denotes the center of E6), in fact, Pp'=e"icrp' :=o'ip'a=p'e-ia=p'p

for all P' E E6. Thus we have

                       a=0P 0EEIU(1), PEz(E6).

Since z(E6)={1, wl, bl21}, toEC, to3 =1, toll[7], we have

                    0-itu1 O O O

                      O 0th-il O O
               cr= toGC, ca3:=1.
                      O O 03 O

                      O O O 0-3

Again from the commutativity with ai(a) of Lemma 16 : ai(1)ev = aui(1), we have

            0tomicoshlE2 + 0"itu(sinhlE3)' == ai(1)(e-'toE2) = cri(1)aE2

                    =: aai(1)E2 == ct(coshlE2 + (sinhlE3)')

                             ==e-itucoshlE2 + (0to-isinhlE3)'

where E2=(8 9 8), E3::=(g 8 g), hence o-iut ==otum', i.e. o-ito =:=±i.

           LO O OJ <O O 1,1
Therefore a = ±1, i.e. 2(E7,t)={1, -1}. Thus the proof of Theorem 17 is completed.

   9. gsemorphissn E7,iEl!E7,t.

   From Theorems 4, 7 and 15, we see that the groups E7,i and E7,t are both

connected and their Lie algebras have the same type E7(-2s). Therefore there exist

central normal subgroups IVi,Nc of the simply connected simple Lie group ℃7(-2s)

of type E7(-2s) such that

                    E7,1 E}i{ E,(.2s)/Nl, E7,, !l!!I E,(-2s)/N,.

We shall show Ni=Nt. From the general theory of Lie groups, we know that the

center z(E7(-2s)) of E7(-2s) is the infinite cyclic group Z [6]. Now assume that IVi

4Nt. Since the centers of E7,i and E7,t are both Z2 (Theorems 8, 17), we may

assume that 2Z= NicNt := Z without loss of generality. Consider the natural homo-

morphism

                    f : E7,i z IZ}7(-2s)/Nl - E-J7(-2s)!7V, Ii{ E7,,.

Then f-'(2(E7,t))=f-i(Z2) is a discrete (because E7,i is simple Lie group) normal sub-

group, therefore f-i(2(E7,t)) is a central (because E7,i is connected) normal subgroup

of E7,i : fmi(z(E7,c))c2(E7,i) and the order of f-'(2(E7,e)) is not less tlian 4. This con-

tradicts to 2(E7,i)==Z2. Therefore Ni==Ne and we see that the groups E7,i and E7,e
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are isomorphic:

                                E7,1 :-M E7,,.

   Thus from the preceding arguments we have the following main

    Theorerrn 18. The grouP E7,i = {crEIsoR(as, 8) l aEDZ=EM, {aP, aQ } = {P, Q}}

is a connected non-comPact simPle Lie groaP of tyPe E7, its center z(E7,i) is the

cyclic grouP of order 2:

                           z(E7,i) = {1, -1}

and the Polar decoimpsition is given by

                         E7,i !ll (U(1) × E6)IZ3 × R54.
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